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ABSTRACT 

 

The university education, called to assume multidimensional leading roles in the search for solutions to the  

challenges of university management, must be a process framed in participation scenarios as product-  

producers, in this sense, the purpose of the content of this essay, is directed from a hermeneutic perspective,  

to develop the ontoepistemology of  university management: building the sustainable community  

development, showing the state of the art of the doctoral thesis of the researcher, so that for its achievement,  

we proceeded with the analysis of the Theory of the System and Social Organization of Parsons. (1974),  

Theory of sustainable development UNESCO (2012), Theory of Participation Koulopoulus and Frappaolo  

(2001), and the General Systems Theory of Bertanalffy (1954), supported by the legal framework since the  

Constitution of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela (1999), the Organic Law of Education (2009), Plan of  

the Homeland Law (2013-2019) and the Organic Law of Planning (2001), elucidating the path to follow  

from the postpositivist approach, from the phenomenological paradigm and the methodical  

phenomenological-hermeneutics proposed by Martínez (2009), through the process of coding, structuring  

and coding of Corbin and Strauss (2009), identifying in the descriptive narrative of the facts, the  

ontoepistemic imbrication of universities as open systems in society for sustainable community  

development, where interlinking systemic development from the construction of knowledge, sustainable  

management, the university, and sustainable community development le, where in the emerging context, the  

reflexive ontogenesis was established, confirmed that it is possible to form and develop competences in the  

institutional collective and community actors, to learn to learn by providing them from university  

management and teaching missions. 
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